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Here we x a sign error which aects results of two diagrams and therefore the CT value.






















Figure 1. Corrected Feyman rule from gure 1 of the main text.
This changes the signs of diagrams 4 and 6 of the CT evaluation.
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Figure 2. Analytical expressions for the diagrams 4 and 6 in gure 5 of the main text. Here,
\perm2" indicates permutations ( $ ), ( $ ), and ( $ ;  $ ), and ( $ ;  $ ),
switched as a pair. \perm2" will increase the number of terms by a factor of 8.
Diagram C
(i)





p3 log p 2
6   1128 + 191442 1122 p3 log p 1
Table 1. Evaluated contributions to the stress tensor correlator and the log-singularities. The
log-singularities cancel exactly after summing all graphs.
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